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Notes from David Liebman

I have covered the objective of this project in the spoken introduction at the beginning of the CD itself. Following is a summary and recapitulation of the main points, along with a tune by tune description of the superimposition techniques used on each track.

The very notion of superimposition is closely related to common practice reharmonization techniques, whereby musicians invent a new chord progression to accompany a given melody (usually a standard song). In the case of superimposition relevant to my chromatic approach used here, I did not have the usual challenge of matching melody notes to a specific reharmonized chord progression. The main concern here was how to incorporate new melodic material for improvising that by and large does not reference the proscribed chords or modes, but instead is based on contrasting “chromatic” colors. For these purposes superimposition is a means to an end; a way to discover and organize other tones which may be “foreign” to the given chord(s). The overriding premise is the creation of new and interesting melodies, just as in normal diatonic improvisation.

In a real playing situation, it is highly improbable that any one method of superimposition would exist by itself for the duration of an entire improvisation as on this recording. It is the constant mixture of several ways of thinking and hearing which is above all appropriate to the material as well as respecting the specific idiom and musicians performing. The closest examples in this volume of mixing together several superimposition methods are my solos on the blues and rhythm changes formats, where I didn’t follow a set sequence as elsewhere. Also, any one method used on a specific song does not mean it is only applicable for that progression; the superimposition techniques are theoretically interchangeable. Again, the only limitation is taste and appropriateness.

Examples 1-7 (“Girl From Ipanema” through “Rhythm Changes”) are concerned with some of the more common standard chord progressions, while examples 8-11 involve modal and pedal point frameworks. (Example 12, “Off A Bird” is based on interval sets or the “time, no changes” idiom which exists as its own category). The kind of chromaticism I use throughout this volume is applicable to any normal diatonic harmonic situation, be it simple II-V progressions as in “Satin Doll” or modulating keys as in “Donna Lee.” Overall my chromatic approach sounds most natural in the idioms of modal and pedal type tunes because of the more obvious openness of the underlying harmony. But one must address the issue of common chord progressions, which I attempted to do in this volume.

I noted in my spoken introduction an important point concerning phrasing that should be kept in mind while listening to the solos. I have purposely de-emphasized personal stylistic traits such as the use of different and varied rhythms, expressive nuances (trills, grace notes, vibrato, etc.) and other miscellaneous factors that would and should be present in any good jazz solo. I did this (not easily I must say) so that the listener would not confuse “how” something is played with “what” is played. In the final analysis, as in any music, what counts most is feeling and expression. But for the pedagogical purposes of this volume I tried to minimize these and other “expressive” aspects.

In the final result, dissonance and consonance are relative terms, differing not only for entire musical eras (such as the Classical period of Mozart compared to the late Romantic, etc), but also on a personal level. What is dissonant to one individual will necessarily sound different to another. This is the beauty of art—it is as the cliché states in the eyes (or in this case, the ears) of the beholder. One could never state unilaterally that such and such a sound heard by another set of ears can be categorized as dissonant, consonant, etc. Of course we make generalizations and assume there is a common aesthetic, but in reality that is not true. Everything is personal when it comes to taste. My hope is that interested musicians will be open to change and personal growth regardless of whether the material here is new or intimidating. What appears to sound strange and foreign today may be commonplace tomorrow. I know that when I first started listening to my main influence, John Coltrane, in the early 1960’s it was very difficult. But with time, it became familiar and inspiring.

You are being provided with several solos transcribed by Matt Vashlishan. Please refer to my DVD on this subject (“The Improviser’s Guide to Transcription”—Caris Music Service) which explains in great detail my method of how to get the most from a transcription. In the case of the solos transcribed here, one need not necessarily play along note by note, but rather attempt to analyze the kinds of lines I am playing on the superim-
posed progressions and check out where I use chord and non chord tones, arpeggio type ideas and so on. Then attempt to improvise in a similar vein using the transcriptions and superimposed progressions as a model. Chordalists may turn the accompanying piano off and try to find appropriate voicings (which are discussed in detail in my “Chromatic Approach to Jazz Melody and Harmony” published by Advance Music). For the sake of convenience the original play along tracks are included. I urge you to explore one tune at a time and attempt to get a feel of whichever method pertains to that example. The essential learning attitude should be that this is a process towards conceiving, hearing and feeling lines of any nature on any given material; to not be locked into only one or two ways of conceiving of lines.

Have a great time; I hope this leads to an expansion of your ear, mind and heart!!

Stroudsburg, PA USA
Spring 2006

My sincere thanks to:

Matt Vashlishan, for transcription and copying work beyond the call of duty.
Steve Good, for his impeccable engineering.
Jamey, for taking a chance!!
The Material

The sequence of the songs is purposeful as I progress up the “dissonant food-chain.” In other words, the first example on “Girl From Ipanema” is based on upper structures of the proscribed chords, resulting in a simple and relatively consonant method of superimposition, whereas by the time one progresses to “A Love Supreme” the harmonic/melodic clashes are much more intense.

One final note about playing in a real situation, vis a vis chromatic notes against whatever chords are being played. A compier (chord accompanist) need not have perfect pitch (wouldn’t hurt of course) but should have enough experience in playing this way in order to hear the change of color and voice their chords in such a way as to be in sync with the chromatic notes. It is not an ear training exercise; musicality and the desire to create a meaningful statement rule above all.

The general format I followed on each tune was that the first chorus is meant to be a simpler “melodic” improvisation evolving to using the proscribed superimpositions more literally. The last chorus(es) designated as “combinations” is when I play in a looser manner, as well as using a bit more rhythmic complexity.

A few definitions to be clear about:

“Chord” or “scale quality” means any of the five families: major, minor, diminished, augmented and dominant.

“Proscribed” roots or home key means the roots and/or key that are written in the original tune.

1. GIRL FROM IPANEMA: upper structure chords  As a standard tune with one of the cleverest combinations of harmony and melody written (Jobim wrote a lot of small masterpieces), I used it to emphasize a basic principle of superimposition, which is to emphasize the upper structure of any given chord in melodic constructs. For example, looking at the first chord, Fmaj7 (referring to concert pitch throughout these notes) and reconfigure it as G triad/F major 7th (which translates to an Fmaj13#11), you would melodically emphasize the upper G triad. Since this “superimposition” is really nothing more than extending the given diatonic chord, the overall sound of upper structure playing is not much different than normal, but does give the melodicist a different vantage point for creating lyrical and possibly more arpeggiated type lines. I have notated the upper structures that I am playing. In this case, there will be no real harmonic “clashing” with the harmonicist’s chords. Due to space considerations, this tune is written out a bit differently than all the others. The first chorus indicates the regular chord changes with the ensuing ones showing the chord progression I was using.

2. DONNA LEE: tritone relationship  The tri-tone relationship is well documented in jazz harmony texts and has been part of the improver’s language certainly since Charlie Parker’s era if not on occasion before. The concept here is similar to the upper structure methodology demonstrated above, meaning that a tritone substitute is made up of the altered tones of the original chord (at least in the case of dominant chords). If the improver orient his lines to the tritone substitute, there is a subtle color change from the original progression which emphasizes the inherent tension. Though there may be a bit of a clash with the comping instrument, it is fleetingly perceived.

3. AUTUMN LEAVES: II - V substitutes  This tune represents one of the most basic harmonic frameworks in the standard repertoire moving between major and relative minor home keys. The superimposition principle at work is that any II-V progression can be substituted for the original and still portray the feeling of subdominant-dominant-movement (which is after all what II-V implies). The crucial factor in this method is to play a very clear and “inside” line on the resolving I chord which in most cases remains intact from the original progression. The principle is that II-V movement, no matter the relationship of the final I chord to the progression, will portray a resolving tendency. Of course, with trial and error a good improver will eventually be able to cognize exactly which of the possible superimposed II-V progressions work in a particular situation (theoretically meaning any other of the eleven key choices); all to be determined by the tension/release aspects desired. The idea of relative dissonance being strategically placed in a solo is beyond the scope of this volume, but essentially it is no
different than choosing between one or another form of a dominant chord: G7 b9 b13 versus G7 +9 +11 for example as a choice for usage. In general II-V movement that has more common tones in agreement with the proscribed/ original progression will be perceived as less dissonant than one that has more foreign tones.

4. TAKE THE ‘A’ TRAIN: Giant Steps movement  Using this simple and classic Duke Ellington harmonic progression which features relatively long durations of chords, the method used here is an extension of the classic John Coltrane substitute cycle made famous not only in that tune itself, “Giant Steps,” but also as demonstrated on standards like “But Not For Me,” “Body and Soul,” “The Night Has 1000 Eyes” and others. Though for the most part Trane stayed on the original progression of ascending half step, descending fifth, ascending minor third, etc. (over an existing II-V progression), I have extended this movement to imply upward and downward motion, mostly but not exclusively in thirds and fifths with an avoidance of symmetrical patterns whenever possible. One of the guidelines is that any V chord can resolve to a I chord, even if it is transitory and not necessarily related to one of the existing proscribed harmonic centers of the original progression. Furthermore, the relative II chord attached to each new dominant can be slipped in as well. Chord quality (major, minor, etc) is not as important as is the feeling of root movement. The line player doesn’t have to do much more than arpeggiate the substitutes to achieve the desired effect of movement. The clash between the proscribed harmony and the substitutes will be very evident here.

5. SATIN DOLL: side slipping  This term was popularized by the great educator/saxophonist Jerry Coker in his classic book on improvisation and the jazz language (“Improvising Jazz”). Basically, it means playing a half step above or below the proscribed chord resulting in the most dissonant of all harmonic-melodic clashes. With constant reference back and forth to the proscribed root and chord, the illusion of fleeting dissonance can be effective. Remember that no one substitute method exists by itself in a real playing situation, but would be mixed and matched with the other concepts presented in this volume.

6/7. RHYTHM and BLUES CHANGES: combining all of above methods  I used the old war horses of blues and rhythm changes in the most common keys to freely combine all of the concepts above and improvise in a more natural manner for a few choruses. For the purpose of this CD, these two examples are the closest to a real playing situation, albeit with the conversational aspect and interplay between myself and a rhythm section described in detail above.

8. IMPRESSIONS: moving chord cycles  Using this most celebrated modal progression (originating as its source in Miles Davis’ “So What”), this method implies the use of superimposed chord progressions against the stationary modal backdrop. The goal is to outline a set of changes as if they were being literally played, but with a conscious effort to avoid any symmetrical or familiar sounding patterns in the movement (cycle of fifths, Giant Steps, tri tones, side slipping, etc). Quartal voicings in the mode which most commonly accompanies this modal style are appropriate since their intercallic combinations tend to obscure the primacy of one root over another. As mentioned in the intro notes, from the aesthetic standpoint, the idea is to be able to organize other pitches away from the given mode in a manner that is musical and sonically organized. To be avoided are endless streams of eighth or sixteenth notes outlining an unending cascade of superimposed changes; as well one should incorporate varied harmonic rhythms rather than having every chord always lasting for two beats as I have done here for the sake of comprehension. It is the juxtaposition of the pitches emanating from the superimposed progression in conjunction WITH and AGAINST the original proscribed framework that is the overriding goal. Note that these “random” progressions used here do have the home key played at some point in each eight bar phrase. This home key can be placed at a variety of junctures loosely near the beginning or end of an eight or sixteen bar phrase.

9. INDIA: stationary pedal point using scale/chord quality superimposition  This tune references a pedal point concept (G), rather than the above “Impressions” moving modes format. The method here employs the well established device of using the proscribed root but changing the chord/diatonic quality to create a variety of different scale colors above the stationary pedal. Bill Evans used this method a lot in his diatonic language, for example changing a minor 7th chord to a dominant #9 chords (D-7th became D7#9). In fact on this version played by my working group (Vol.81) pianist Phil Markowitz instinctively used this technique on the original play
along version, even without me soloing at the time. Again, as in “Impressions,” one could be pretty confident that a sympathetic accompanist would hear the color change and comp accordingly. Relatively speaking, this superimposition method is very subtle and less dissonant than all of the previous concepts or ones to follow. I have indicated the modes in the order I played them with the timings of when they enter the improvisation.

10. LOFT DANCE: using other roots of home key mode for parallel and/or opposing scale/chord substitution
Of all the methods used here, this one is probably the most difficult to realize against a pre-existing played progression (the original play along track). I am using any of the pitches from the proscribed scale (accompanying each chord) as a potential root for another chord/scale. For example, the first chord here is Gbmaj7♯4. The available notes for finding a substitute color are any of the pitches of the Gb Lydian (Ab,Bb,C,Db,Eb,F) with the same rational for the next three chords of the tune. For the first two example types (choruses 4 through 9) I stayed with the same chord quality as the original, therefore only the root is different. For the next two choruses, I changed not only the root, but as well the chord quality, thereby heightening the tension a bit more. Throughout the solo, I try to alternate substitution and original.

11. A LOVE SUPREME: using non-home key notes as roots This extends the concept used above in “Loft Dance,” in this case using pitches other than those from the home key. In this example those possible roots would be everything NOT in the proscribed home key of F dorian (meaning Gb,A,B,Db,E), once again in parallel or contrasting chord qualities. My playing on this track is by necessity a bit more stylistically idiosyncratic than the others because the underlying rhythmic feeling suggests melodic lines other than the customary eighth note type. The timings of when I changed modalities is indicated.

12. OFF A BIRD: intervallic Intervalllic thinking could be said to permeate all playing, regardless of harmonic or non-harmonic implications. In other words, as soon as you put two notes together, you are in essence playing intervalllically. This example stands apart from all the others in the project in that there is no harmonic thinking, only intervalllic as the basis for my improvisation. We refer to this idiom as “time, no changes” (also called “free-bop”). It means that though there exists the usual familiar walking time rhythmic foundation, there is no given tonal center. (Of course in real time, tonal centers may arise as a result of several possible scenarios: a repetitive pedal tone or ostinato figure, converging counterpoint lines between two or more instruments or even a clearly outlined diatonic melody.)

My “Chromatic Approach to Jazz Melody and Harmony” book spends some time on this as a separate topic, but I wanted to include it here for completeness. I have divided the organization of intervals into three categories: major and minor 2nds, major and minor 3rds and 6ths; perfect and augmented 4ths with perfect 5ths; major and minor 7ths and 9ths. You should be able to discern when I am switching interval sets. The idea for this example is to concentrate on one set, “milking” those intervals. Of course in a real playing situation, all the intervals would be mixed together. Having control of interval sets in an organized fashion is a worthwhile goal for improvising in any style.
Notes About the Transcriptions and the Transcribing Process
by Matt Vashlishan

Transcribing is probably one of the most important things one can do to learn about improvisation and improve their playing. Needless to say, when I was asked to take on this project I was very excited to get way more in depth to the techniques that Dave Liebman covers in his “Chromatic Approach to Jazz Harmony and Melody”. At sea for four months playing a gig aboard a cruise ship, I decided that I had more than enough time to get into this the old fashioned way. I put everything onto a tape recorder (to be able to rewind/fast forward easier than a CD player) and transcribed it without slowing anything down. For my playing at a fairly young twenty three years old, it proved to be one of the best projects I have ever done. Transcribing it was one thing, and then becoming absorbed in it over and over again during the countless hours of transferring the music to the computer really helped me understand what Lieb was doing on each of these tracks.

Lucky for me, Dave slightly simplified his playing for this volume, emphasizing the pitches themselves, limiting his usually expansive expressive style. As he still uses a few techniques (glissandos, bending notes, vibrato, various articulations and alternate fingerings to name a few), I chose not to notate them to keep things simple and easier to read. The most difficult of Lieb’s expressive devices is to notate his use of time, when he plays ahead or behind the beat. In some transcriptions this is usually indicated by an arrow pointing either backwards (behind) or forward (ahead). Again for the sake of clarity I decided not to use these symbols, instead choosing to write what I felt the general rhythm to be as if he was not changing the feel.

I have also made these solos easier to read and play for those not playing soprano or tenor saxophone. When David is playing tenor, the concert pitch solos are transposed up an octave to put everything in the staff therefore avoiding too many ledger lines as well as switching to and from bass clef. The Eb alto parts are mostly unison. I have transposed some notes up or down an octave in order to stay within the range between low Bb and high F#. I tried to avoid large or awkward leaps as best I could. However, I also found it great practice to learn the soprano solos on alto in unison throughout.

I had a great time putting these solos together and I hope you enjoy them.